A toy simple example of the structure of a report. (DO NOT copy word by word.)

Class I: a data analysis report
(This is meant to be a self‐contained document so someone can read it and understand the story,
without reading your other work, such as a previous homework.)
Background: why you are working on this problem.
In the first part of the report we investigate the relationship between gene expression and stress factors
such as an impending midterm exam. The data are from study xxxxxx (GIVE a concise description of
the experiment design). Ten female and 10 male students from two classes, one with a midterm and one
without a midterm, donated blood samples before the midterm date. The purpose of this analysis
problem is to identify genes whose expression is associated with stress, and to explore whether the
stress‐related response differ between female and male students.
The data is obtained from (GEO? Bioconductor? Another database? Your own collaborator?) in the form
of (did you get raw data or preprocessed?). I performed XXXXX (describe your preprocessing steps, if
any. Describe quality check you have done, if any. If you do not check the quality of the data convince
me why you do not have to do this.). Figure X shows the XXX and suggests that the need for
normalization. I used XXXX (cite the normalization method, for example, and your reasoning). Or, maybe,
the data have been preprocessed and your evaluation confirms that it is ready for downstream analyis
Method
We used XXXX (cite the method you use ) to identify differential expression (NOW PROVIDE SPECIFICS.
(for example, if you used LIMMA, what are the covariates that you included? IF you ranked genes, what
did you use to rank them? What are your choices of any tuning parameters? Give the specifics so that
someone else could reproduce your result. )
( NOW begin presenting your result). In Table 1 we present the XXXX genes that appear to have the
greatest differential expression (judged by what?? Describe your choice. Recall you could rank by effect
size, test statistic, p‐value, adjusted p‐value, etc. Also recall you could sort by one value to select cut off
and re‐rank by another. ) related to stress factors and XXXX (what else do you think are important to
include, for example, FDR? Make your decision).
In Table 2 we present the genes that appear to show different amount of response to stress between
male and females.
Figure 1 shows XXXXXX
Summary of your main discovery. (MADEUP result for illustration) In summary we find that stress is
associated with differential expression in a small group of genes in both male and female students. At
least 25 genes are found up regulated in the stressed population, with FDR controlled at 0.1 (or with FDR

estimated at 0.15, or with posterior odds ratio at least 10 …. Whatever your choice of significance
measure). However, we found that the genes that respond to stress are different in male and female
students. In male students there are fewer genes activated, but with greater magnitude of difference. In
female students there are a large collection of genes with modest differential expression.
Discuss your most significant (this may not be statistical significance) finding
Easy story: These genes appear to be involved in xxxxxxx. Genes related to xxxx are enriched.
Harder story: there is no apparent pattern in the DE genes.
Discussion
Does this give you an interesting biological story? What else might be helpful to confirm your
conclusions? What’s next, if you are a scientist who gets to continue the study?
References
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Class II: a comparative analysis
Background:
Review The biological question:
Review the available methods, their common or different model/assumption/strategy. Their pros and
cons.
Method:
How are you going to evaluate these: bias? Variance? Loss function? Robustness? Accuracy? Statistical
Power? Error rates? Speed? Interpretability of results?
Data description: if you have real dataset that can be used to evaluate, descript the data.
Simulation setting: If you are going to use simulation to evaluate, describe how you generate data (and
choices of your settings, rational behind these choices).
Result: Statistics/Tables/Figures/ that support your conclusions. What works well? What doesn’t?
What matters or has strong influence in result, what makes no practical difference?
Discussion: examples: how generalizable are your conclusions? Do you have some recommendations for
general practice? What might change your conclusion?

Guidance for summarizing your results in tables and figures:
1. DO NOT copy paste R output directly for you tables. Use a reasonable number of significant
digits instead of expressions like 3.1415926e+7
2. DO NOT report all possible tables and figures you generate. Pick what you consider most
important for your main message in the main text (you may have additional material in an
appendix), explain what are the items included here so someone who are not familiar with the
software you use can understand the result.
3. Add table/figure legends to explain the content. Do not assume that the readers know your
abbreviations.

